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Optimal Capital Structure, Endogenous
Bankruptcy, and the Term Structure of
Credit Spreads
HAYNE E. LELAND and KLAUS BJERRE TOFT*

ABSTRACT
This article examines the optimal capital structure of a firm that can choose both the
amount and maturity of its debt. Bankruptcy is determined endogenously rather
than by the imposition of a positive net worth condition or by a cash flow constraint.
The results extend Leland's (1994a) closed-formresults to a much richer class of
possible debt structures and permit study of the optimal maturity of debt as well as
the optimal amount of debt. The model predicts leverage, credit spreads, default
rates, and writedowns, which accord quite closely with historical averages. While
short term debt does not exploit tax benefits as completely as long term debt, it is
more likely to provide incentive compatibility between debt holders and equity
holders. Short term debt reduces or eliminates "asset substitution"agency costs. The
tax advantage of debt must be balanced against bankruptcy and agency costs in
determining the optimal maturity of the capital structure. The model predicts differently shaped term structures of credit spreads for different levels of risk. These
term structures are similar to those found empirically by Sarig and Warga (1989).
Our results have important implications for bond portfoliomanagement. In general,
Macaulay durationdramaticallyoverstates true durationof risky debt, which may be
negative for "junk"bonds. Furthermore,the "convexity"of bond prices can become
"concavity."

IN AN EARLIER
LELAND
ARTICLE,
(1994a) considered optimal capital structure and

the pricing of debt with credit risk. His assumption of infinite life debtconsistent with Modigliani-Miller(1958)-permitted closed form solutions for
debt values and equity values with endogenous bankruptcy. But the assumption of infinite life debt is clearly restrictive. Firms must choose the maturity
as well as the amount of debt.1
This article extends Leland's results to examine the effect of debt maturity
on bond prices, credit spreads, and the optimal amount of debt. Our predictions
* Leland is from the Haas School of Business, University of Californiaat Berkeley. Toft is from
the Department of Finance, University of Texas at Austin. The authors thank Edward Altman,
David Babbel, RobertDammon, William Keirstead, Eric Reiner, Ehud Ronn, Michael Ross, Mark
Rubinstein, Stephen Schaefer, Eduardo Schwartz, Richard Stanton, and Matt Spiegel for helpful
comments. Research supportfrom the Institute for Quantitative Research in Finance is gratefully
acknowledged.Partial and preliminaryresults are reportedin an earlier paper by the first author.
(Finance Workingpaper No. 240, IBER, Haas School of Business, November 1994).
1 Another dimension of debt, priority, is not explicitly considered in this article. Section V
discusses how our analysis could be extended to consider the priority structure of debt. See also
Barclay and Smith (1995b).
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are generally consistent with the empirical findings of Sarig and Warga (1989)
on credit spreads, of Altman (1991) on bankruptcy rates and debt writedowns
in default, and of Barclay and Smith (1995a) on the maturity structure of debt.
We show that longer term debt better exploits tax advantages because
bankruptcy tends to occur at lower asset values. But longer term debt also
creates greater agency costs by providing incentives for equity holders to
increase firm risk through asset substitution. This potential agency cost can be
substantially reduced or eliminated by using shorter term debt. Our results
illuminate how the twin dimensions of optimal capital structure, amount and
maturity, represent a tradeoff between tax advantages, bankruptcy costs, and
agency costs.
Studies by Kim, Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan (1993), Longstaff and
Schwartz (1995), and Nielsen, Saa'-Requejo,and Santa-Clara (1993) have
recently examined the pricing of bonds with credit risk and arbitrary maturity.
There are three important differences between their results and ours.
First, they examine debt values only and do not consider optimal capital
structure. In contrast, the optimal amount and maturity of debt is the central
focus of our work.
Second, they assume either that bankruptcy is triggered at an exogenously
specified asset value, such as debt principal value, or that it is triggered when
cash flow fails to cover interest payments.2 Yet neither approach correctly
describes bankruptcy as an optimal decision by equity holders to surrender
control to bond holders. We derive endogenous conditions under which bankruptcy will be declared, and contrast the comparative statics of our model with
those in which bankruptcy is exogenous. There are substantial differences,
particularly for high yield ("junk")bonds.
Third, they allow default-free short term interest rates to follow a stochastic
process. Our work presumes a nonstochastic default-free interest rate. Kim,
Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan (1993) and Longstaff and Schwartz (1995),
however, show that introducing a stochastic default-free interest rate process
has a relatively small effect on credit spreads, while significantly complicating
the analysis.3 Our analysis provides relatively simple closed-form solutions
that can be used to explore issues related to optimal capital structure.

2 Nielsen, Saa-Requejo,and Santa-Clara (1993) assume that the bankruptcy-triggeringasset
value is an exogenously specified stochastic process.
3 If the correlationbetween asset value and short term default-freeinterest rates is -0.25, the
cited studies predict that credit spreads will be about 5 to 7 basis points less than when the
default-free interest rate is nonstochastic. Previous authors (e.g. Jones, Mason, and Rosenfeld
(1984)) have criticized contingent claim approaches for implying too small credit spreads. But a
negative correlationbetween asset values and interest rates reduces credit spreads. A stochastic
rate process therefore will not solve the problem of small spreads; other modifications(including
payouts) do lead to credit spreads that appear in line with historical spreads. See also Anderson
and Sundaresan (1995) and Mella-Barral(1995).
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I. Finite Maturity Debt
As in Merton (1974), Black and Cox (1976), and Brennan and Schwartz
(1978), the firm has productive assets whose unleveraged value V follows a
continuous diffusion process with constant proportional volatility o-:
dV

V

(1)

= [,u(V, t) - 6]dt + o-dz,

where ,u(V, t) is the total expected rate of return on asset value V; 6 is the
constant fraction of value paid out to security holders; and dz is the increment
of a standard Brownian motion.4 The process continues without time limit
unless V falls to a default-triggering value VB.5 For the moment we shall
assume that VB is constant. Later, VB will be determined endogenously and
shown to be constant in a rational expectations equilibrium. We assume a
default-free asset exists that pays a continuous interest rate r.
Consider a bond issue with maturity t periods from the present, which
continuously pays a constant coupon flow c(t) and has principalp (t). Let p(t)
be the fraction of asset value VB which debt of maturity t receives in the event
of bankruptcy. Using risk-neutral valuation, and letting f(s; V, VB) denote the
density of the first passage time s to VB from V when the drift rate is (r - 8),
gives debt with maturity t the value
t

d(V; VB, t)

e

= f

c(t)[1 - F(s; V, VB)]ds + e p(t)[1-F(t;

V, VB)]

(2)

0

t

+

e-rs p(t)VBf(s;

V, VB)ds.

The first term in equation (2) represents the discounted expected value of the
coupon flow (which will be paid at s with probability (1 - F(s)), where F(s)
is the cumulative distribution function of the first passage time to bankruptcy);
the second term represents the expected discounted value of repayment of
principal; and the third term represents the expected discounted value of the
' For example, 6 might represent a constant proportionalcash flow generated by the assets and
distributed to security holders. However, there is no requirement that 6 be associated with the
ongoing cash flow generated by assets-it is simply the cash flow paid out. As do other studies, we
assume that 6 is not affected by changes in leverage; otherwise, investment would change with
capital structure, which in turn would raise questions which are beyond the scope of this article.
In particular,this assumption rules out additional liquidation of assets (raising 6) to meet ongoing
debt service payments. Bond covenants often rule out such liquidation.
5 Default can lead to restructuring in or outside of bankruptcy proceedings, or to liquidation-we do not examine what happens after default. See also Franks and Torous (1989). While
default need not lead to bankruptcy, we shall refer to VB as the "bankruptcy-triggeringasset
value," and costs of restructuring or liquidation as "bankruptcycosts."
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fraction of the assets which will go to debt with maturity t, if bankruptcy
occurs. Integrating the first term by parts yields
d(V; VB, t)

t

c(t)

=r+e-rt[P(t)

-

C

c(t)
rG(t)

r [1- F(t)] + [()V
[p(t)VB-

(3)

where
rt

G(t)=

V, VB)ds.

e-rsf(s;
s=O

We find expressions for F(t) from Harrison (1990) and for G(t) from Rubinstein and Reiner (1991):
V(\ -2a

F(t) = N[h1(t)] +
lV

G(t)

=

\-a+z

(V)+

N[ql(t)]

+

(4)

N[h2(t)]

VB

-a-z

/V\

V)

(5)

N[q2(t)]

where
(-b - zu2t)

(-b + zu2t)

(-b - aur2t)

(-b + ao2t)

(r
a =

- 5 -

(0-2 /2))

a~O2

0-2)2 +2
b

;

1

V[(a'
VB

o'2

2r02]1/2

and N(* ) is the cumulative standard normal distribution. Substituting these
expressions into equation (3) gives a closed form solution for risky debt value,
when VB is constant. Defining x = a + z, note that as t -> o,
d(V; VB,t)

r

-

(V)

+ p(??)VB(- )

(6)

which is the same equation as Leland (1994a) derived for infinite-horizon risky
debt when p(oo)= (1 - a), where a is the fraction of asset value lost in
bankruptcy, and c(oo) is the coupon paid by the infinite-maturity bond.
As in Longstaff and Schwartz (1995), the analysis above has assumed that
VB is an exogenous constant. For arbitrary capital structures, however, this is
unlikely to be optimal. If the firm has only a single issue of debt outstanding,
debt service requirements are time-dependent. Prior to maturity, asset value
may be low (less than P) but still sufficient to justify paying the couponto avoid
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default. Only at maturity, when the required payment to debt holders "balloons," will the firm need substantial asset value to avoid bankruptcy.6
In the next section we present a debt structure consistent with a constant
endogenously-determined bankruptcy asset level VB. This capital structure
has time-independent debt service payments.
II. Endogenous Bankruptcy with a Stationary Debt Structure
A. A Stationary Debt Structure
Consider an environment where the firm continuously sells a constant
(principal) amount of new debt with maturity of T years from issuance, which
(if solvent) it will redeem at par upon maturity. New bond principal is issued
at a rate p = (PIT) per year, where P is the total principal value of all
outstanding bonds. The same amount of principal will be retired when the
previously-issued bonds mature. As long as the firm remains solvent, at any
time s the total outstanding debt principal will be P, and have a uniform
distribution of principal over maturities in the interval (s, s + T). Without
loss of generality, we define the current time s 0.
Bonds with principal p pay a constant coupon rate c = (CIT) per year,
implying the total coupon paid by all outstanding bonds is C per year. Total
debt service payments are therefore time-independent and equal to (C + PIT)
per year.
Later we shall show that this environment is consistent with a constant VB.
Now we assume this to be the case. Let D(V; VB, T) denote the total value of
debt, when debt of maturity T is issued. The fraction of firm asset value lost in
bankruptcy is a. The remaining value (1 - a)&VBis distributed to bond holders
so that the sum of all fractional claims p(t) for debt of all maturities outstanding equals (1 - a). For simplicity we will assume that p(t) = pIT per year for
all t.7 This in turn implies p

=

(1 - a).

We can now determine the value of all outstanding bonds:
rT

D(V; VB, T) = I

d(V; VB, t)dt
(7)

=

c

P_

)

rT__

- I(T)

+

(1 - a C)VB
--J(T)

6
For example, in Merton's(1974) analysis, bankruptcyoccursonly at maturity (when V < P),
since with zero coupon bonds there is never an endogenous reason to default prior to maturity.
7 This assumption, which implies equal seniority of all outstanding debt, is not required. For
example, a formulationwhere p(t) is exponentially declining (or increasing) can be accommodated
in our framework. Also, following Leland [1994a; Section VI(C)], it is possible to relax the
assumption made here of absolute priority-that equity holders receive no residual value in
bankruptcy.
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where

1 T

I(T)

=

T

e-rtF(t)dt
0

J(T)

=

1T
T G(t)dt.

In Appendix A we show that
I(T) =

J(T) =

- (G(T)

rT

1

I

TE

(

-

erTF(T))
V

-a+z

(V)

/VW--

N[q1(T)]q1(T) + (V)

N[q2(T)]q2(T))

The total market value of the firm, v, equals the asset value plus the value
of tax benefits, less the value of bankruptcy costs, over the infinite horizon. Tax
benefits accrue at rate -C per year as long as V > VB, where T is the corporate
tax rate. Following Leland (1994a, equation (12)) total firm value will be given
by
V(V; VB) = V +

TC

i-

I V -\x-

VB

-

a

V _\x

VB

(8)

where we recall
x

=a

+ z.8

The value of equity is given by
E(V; VB, T) = v(V; VB) - D(V; VB, T)

(9)

B. Bankruptcy:Determining the Bankruptcy-TriggeringAsset Level VB.
To determine the equilibrium bankruptcy-triggering asset value VB endogenously, we invoke the smooth-pasting condition.9 VB solves the equation
aE(V; VB, T)
aV

(10)

V=VB =

0.

(0

8 In Appendix B, we consider the case where tax benefits are lost before bankruptcy, at some
VT > VB. This affects not only the value of the firm, but also the endogenously determined VB.

9 The smooth-pasting condition has the property of maximizing (with respect to VB) both the
value of equity, and the value of the firm, subject to the limited liability of equity (E(V) 2 0 for all
V 2 VB), which also implies EVV(VB) = d2E(VB)IdV2 2 0. We have verified numericallythat this
inequality holds strictly for all examples considered.
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The solution to equation (10) is independent of time, indicating that the earlier
assumption of a constant VB is warranted: it represents a rational expectations equilibrium. Using equations (7), (8), and (9), we can solve equation (10)
for VB:
VB

(Clr)(A/(rT) - B) - AP/(rT)
1?+ax -(1 -a)B

-

TCXlr(/

1)

(1

where
A

=

2ae-rTN(ao

T) - 2zN(zou TF)

2
-

B=(2z?+

T)
) +

n(z

~~~2

2
Z2T)N(z o-

a

T n(zo7T)
VT ~

2erT

n(aurf)

+~(z - a)
~ +

+ (z - a)

1
o 2T

and n(* ) denotes the standard normal density function. When T -> oc, it can
be shown that VB -> (1 - T)(Cxlr)l(l + x), as in Leland (1994a).
Observe that VB will depend upon the maturity of debt chosen, for any given
values of total bond principal P and coupon rate C. In contrast, models
consistent with flow-based bankruptcy (e.g., Kim, Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan (1993) and Ross (1994)) or with a positive net worth covenant (e.g.,
Longstaff and Schwartz (1995)) typically imply that VB is independent of debt
maturity. This leads to important differences in the effect of maturity on debt
value between their models and ours.
Our bankruptcy condition can be further analyzed by computing the expected appreciation of equity around the endogenous bankruptcy trigger. Express the value of equity as a function of V and apply Ito's lemma. Since Ev =
0 when V = VB, the appreciation of equity simplifies to

dE
V=VB

1
=-2cr2V2Evv
2

dt-O
V=VB

Evaluating and further simplifying yields10

dEIv=vB= ((1 T)C + T -

((1

-

T

aVB)dt

(12)

T)C + p)dt - (d(VB; VB, T) + aVB)dt

where we recall that p = PIT is the rate of principal redemption per year, and
d(VB; VB, t) = (1 - a)VB/T is the annual rate of newly issued debt market
10We have proven equation (12) analytically for the case where T
that it holds in all cases considered when T < co.

= co,and numericallyverified
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value when V = VB. The l.h.s. of equation (12) is the change in the equity
value at V = VB.11The r.h.s. is the additional cash flow required from equity
holders for current debt service. It consists of the cost of debt service-the
after-tax coupon expense plus the principal expense (redeeming the maturing
bonds at par)-less the sum of the revenues from selling an equal principal
amount of bonds at their market price, and the cash flow available for payout
generated by the firm's activities.
Smooth pasting therefore implies a flow condition: at the bankruptcy point
V = VB, the change in value of equity just equals the additional cash flow that
must be provided by equity holders to keep the firm solvent. When V > VB,
equity has positive value, and the risk-neutral expected equity appreciation
exceeds the cash flows (if any) that must be contributed. Current shareholders
will contribute (or be willing to suffer dilution from selling new equity), since
the alternative is bankruptcy and a zero value of equity. We will never observe
V < VB, since equity appreciation would be less than the contributionrequired
from equity holders to keep the firm solvent. Equity capital cannot be raised to
meet the debt service, and the firm will default.
For long term debt structures, the endogenous bankruptcy-triggering asset
value will typically be less than the principal value of debt: VB < P. Hence the
firm may continue to operate despite having negative net worth.12However, as
T -O 0, VB -- P/(1 - a), which exceeds P when a> 0.13 Thus when debt is
short term and a > 0, bankruptcy will occur despite net worth being positive!
This may seem puzzling: if the firm has assets V = VB that exceed the bond
holders' principal P, why will bankruptcy be declared? The answer is that
bankruptcy is triggered not because V falls beneath P, but rather because the
anticipated equity appreciation does not warrant the additional contribution
required from equity holders to avoid default on bond service payments.
Furthermore, note that the firm generally will not declare bankruptcywhenever its cash flow available for payout fails to equal its required net debt
service payments.14This observation follows immediately from equation (12).
Recall that the r.h.s. of equation (12) is the cash flow required for net debt
service, less the cash flow available (5V) at V = VB. But at VB, the r.h.s. of
equation (12) equals dE, which is typically positive as discussed in Footnote
11. Therefore, bankruptcy will generally occur when net debt service requirements exceed the available cash flow. The firm survives to this point by raising
11 Note

that this term is nonnegative (and always strictly positive in the examples we have
2 0. It also is nonstochastic, since Ev(VB) = Oand (dV/V)2 = or2dt
with probability 1.
12 We define "networth"as the differencebetween the market value of (unleveraged)assets, V,
and the principalvalue of debt, P. Only under special conditions will this definition coincide with
accounting net worth.
13 This is unlike Leland (1994a), who postulates that (very) short run debt could be associated
with VB = P, not P/(1 - a). That reasoning is ad hoc, and not consistent with the endogenous
bankruptcycondition except when a = 0.
14 This point is observed by Cornell, Longstaff, and Schwartz (1996), and is in contrast to the
assumption of Kim, Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan (1993) and Ross (1994).
considered), since EVV(VB)
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additional cash from current equity holders, or, more realistically, by further
equity issuance.

Appendix B extends the analysis to consider VB in the case where tax
deductibility is lost whenever V falls below some value VT, where VT > VB. It
is shown there that
(C/r)(A/(rT)
B

1

+ X(TC/(rVT)

- B) - AP/(rT)
+ a) - (1 - a)B

(13)

When VT > VB, VB in equation (13) will exceed VB in equation (11). Thus the
loss of tax deductibility raises the asset value at which bankruptcy will be
declared.15This lowers the value of debt and firm value. Although equation (7)
will continue to be the correct expression for debt value (with the altered VB),
equation (8) for firm value must be modified as in Appendix B.
III. Applications
We may use equation (11) to substitute for VB in equations (7), (8), and (9)
to find closed form expressions for the value of debt, the firm, and equity, when

bankruptcy is endogenously determined.16In this section we consider some
applications of the model. To facilitate comparisons, we consider a "base case"
environment with the following parameters: the default-free interest rate r =
0.075, the corporate tax rate T = 0.35, the bankruptcy cost fraction a = 0.50,
and the asset risk o- = 0.20. The observable parameters were chosen to be
consistent with the U.S. environment. The bankruptcy cost fraction generates
credit spreads, bankruptcy rates, and bond value writedowns that are consistent with empirical estimates by Altman (1991) and others. The asset risk
parameter is chosen such that an optimally leveraged firm's equity will have a
standard deviation of return of about 30 percent annually, which is consistent
with the observed riskiness of equity.
We further assume that the firm pays out an amount to security holders
equal to SV, with 5 = 0.07.17 Finally, we presume that the tax deductibility of
15 When the

tax deduction of the couponis lost at some value VT

becomes dE = [C + p]dt - [d(VB; VB, T) + 8VB]dt

>

VB, the flow condition (12)

at V = VB.

16 Alternatively, if VT > VB, we may substitute VB from equation (13) into equation (7) to find
debt value, and use the modifiedexpression for firm value v foundin AppendixB. Equity value will
equal the difference between firm value and debt value.
17 This seems reasonable by historical standards for large and relatively mature firms. For
example, General Motors paid interest, preferred dividends, and common dividends averaging
about 6.6 percent of market value, over the 5-year period 1988-1993. Inclusive of reductionin debt
over the period, total payouts to security holders averaged 8.7 percent per year. Later we show
that, in our base case, a firm issuing 20-year debt at par when V = 100 will have optimal debt
amount of 51.5 (paying interest at 8.6 percent) and an equity value of 60.5. If dividend payouts are
4.3 percent of equity value, then total payouts are 7.0 percent of asset value. IbbotsonAssociates
(1994) report the average dividend yield on large stocks is 4.7 percent for the period 1926-1993,
and 4.3 percent over the postwar period.While today's dividend rates are typically lower, payouts
must include stock buybacks and dividends on preferred shares as well as common share dividends.
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debt is lost when all available cash flow is needed to pay interest to bond
holders. This will occur at an asset value V = VT such that aVT = C.18 When
VB < V < VT, current equity holders willingly contribute to the firm to avoid
default-e.g., through a dilution of their holdings resulting from further stock
issuance.

At the initial asset value (V = 100), we assume the coupon is set so that
newly-issued debt sells at par value (d = p). This constraint requires that c =
CIT be the smallest solution to the equation
d(V; c, p)IV=

p

(14)

where we recall p = PIT. It is straightforward to find solutions to equation
(14) numerically.
A. Optimal Leverage
We now examine the leverage ratio that maximizes the value of the firm v
for alternative choices of debt maturity. Figure 1 plots this relationship for
firms issuing debt with maturities 6 months, 5 years, 20 years, and infinity,
respectively, given the parameters of the base case. Observe that the leverage
ratio which maximizes firm value is larger for debt with longer maturity. The
maximal firm value is also greater. Table I reports optimal leverage ratios and
the values of key endogenous variables at optimal leverage, including the
volatility of equity and debt when V = 100.
Optimal leverage increases from 19 percent for 6-month debt issuance to 46
percent for 20-year debt issuance, given the parameters of the base case. This
is consistent with the empirical evidence of Barclay and Smith (1995a), who
find a positive correlation between leverage and debt maturity. For any maturity, the optimal leverage ratio will fall when firm risk o. and/or bankruptcy
costs a increase. A fall in the default-free interest rate r (keeping asset value
V constant) will also decrease optimal leverage.
Credit spreads at the optimal leverage are negligible for issuance maturities
of 2 years or less.19 Credit spread at the optimal leverage rises to 110 basis
points for debt with 20 years to maturity. Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) report
that, over the period 1977-1992, average credit spreads on Moody'sIndustrial
bonds ranged from 48 basis points for Aaa-rated bonds to 184 basis points for
18 This analysis does not allow tax loss carryforwards,as they would introduce a form of path
dependence. Thus, we may overstate the loss of tax shields. Kim, Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan
(1993) assume that bankruptcy occurs at this point, since if V < VT, available cash flow is
insufficient to meet interest payments.
19Even very high quality short term debt (e.g., commercialpaper rated A1+ or Prime - 1), with
virtually no past defaults, still pays a significant spread over Treasury bills. This spread has been
attributed to several factors, including the greater liquidity of T-bills, and the exemption of their
interest from state income taxes. We believe it makes sense (at least at the short end of the
maturity spectrum) to consider our credit spreads as relative to commercial paper rather than
T-bills.
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Figure 1. Firm value as a function of leverage. The lines plot the value of the firm as a
function of leverage for firms issuing debt with maturity T equal to 6 months (long dashed line),
5 years (medium dashed line), 20 years (short dashed line), and infinity (solid line), respectively.
It is assumed that the riskfree interest rate r = 7.5 percent, the firm's payout rate 8 = 7 percent,
the volatility of the firm's assets or = 20 percent, the bankruptcy costs a = 50 percent, and the
corporate tax rate T = 35 percent. The value of the firm's underlying assets V = 100, and the
bankruptcytrigger VB is determined endogenously.

Baa-rated bonds, with an average credit spread of 109 basis points for investment-grade industrial bonds.
Writedown for debt is the fraction of the principal value of debt lost in
bankruptcy, which in our model is (1 - (1 - a)VB/P). For 20-year debt with
a credit spread of 110 basis points (consistent with a Standard and Poor's
rating between A and BBB, or a Moody'srating between A and Baa), the model
implies a writedown of 65.7 percent. Altman (1991) calculates average writedowns for a sample of defaulted bonds over the period 1971-1991. Average
writedowns are 52.8 percent for debt rated A when issued, 61.5 percent for
BBB-rated debt, and 69.7 percent for BB-rated debt. It is difficult to verify that
writedowns on short term debt are smaller, since the majority of short term
debt is privately rather than publicly traded.
For firms with optimal leverage at V = 100, bankruptcy asset levels range
from VB = 27.7 for 6-month issuance maturity, to VB = 36.6 for 10-year
maturity. (Probabilities of bankruptcy are examined in subsection III(E) below). For short term debt, bankruptcy occurs at a higher asset level than debt
principal (VB = 27.7 > 19.8 = P), although after bankruptcy costs there are
still substantial debt writedowns. In contrast, bankruptcy occurs at asset
values considerably below principal value for long term debt. In the case of
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20-year debt, VB = 35.3 < 51.5 = P. Consistent with our discussion in
Section II(B) above, our example illustrates a negative net worth when bankruptcy occurs with long term debt, and a positive net worth when bankruptcy
occurs with short term debt.
Maximum firm value increases monotonically with debt maturity, rising
from a value of 104.10 for firms using short term debt to 113.80 for firms using
infinite maturity debt. Given these results, why would firms ever issue short
term debt? The answer may well lie in the lower agency costs typically
associated with shorter debt maturities.
In Section IV, we focus on one type of agency cost: the asset substitution
problem. If equity holders benefit from increasing the risk of the firm's activities, bond holders will demand a higher coupon. We show that debt with
shorter maturity reduces the incentives for equity holders to increase firm risk.
Agency costs of asset substitution will therefore be lower when shorter term
debt is used. Other agency costs may also be reduced by using shorter term
debt-see for example Barclay and Smith (1995a).
B. Debt Value and Debt Capacity

Figure 2 plots the value of all outstanding debt D as a function of leverage
(Dlv) for different issuance maturities T, given that newly-issued debt sells at
par. We use the parameters of the base case. In Figure 2, debt capacity is the
maximal value of total debt. Note that debt capacity is smaller for shorter
maturities. Debt capacity falls as volatility crand/or bankruptcy costs a rise.
Maximal debt value tends to occur at approximately the same leverage (about
80-85 percent) for debt of different maturities.
For any given maturity, the value of previously-issued debt falls as a or the
riskfree interest rate r increases, when leverage is low. However, debt value
increases with cr and with r when leverage is (very) high and the bond is
"junk."20Leland (1994a) derives similar results for "junk"bonds, but only for
the case of long term debt; short term debt (which in his model has an
exogenously specified VB) exhibits no such anomalies. Here, anomalies can
occur even with short term debt. They occur principally because of endogenous
bankruptcy.As r or a increases, the endogenous bankruptcylevel VB is pushed
down, providing additional "breathingroom"for debt and hence increasing its
value.21

Figure 3 shows bond values (standardized to a principal value of 100) and
yields to maturity for each of a firm's outstanding bonds, whose maturities are
20 Our numerical studies indicate that a firm would never optimally choose a leverage extreme
enough for bonds to exhibit this behavior at issuance. However, if subsequent to issue the asset
value V falls to a level close to VB, the bond (now a "fallen angel") could exhibit such perverse
comparativestatics.
21 Longstaff and Schwartz (1995) show that an increase in r (but not in oa)may increase risky
debt value. Their explanation is different:an increase in r increases the risk neutral drift of V, and
thereforereduces the (risk neutral) likelihood of hitting their exogenously-determinedbankruptcy
asset level VB. Our sensitivity to changes in r will be much larger, since in addition to the drift
effect, VB will also shift downwardwhen r increases.
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Figure 2. Debt value as a function of leverage. The lines plot the value of all outstanding
bonds D(V; VB, T) as a function of leverage for firms issuing debt with maturities T equal to 6
months (long dashed line), 5 years (medium dashed line), 20 years (short dashed line), and infinity
(solid line). It is assumed that the riskfree interest rate r = 7.5 percent, the firm's payout rate
8 = 7 percent, the volatility of the firm's assets a = 20 percent, the bankruptcy costs a = 50
percent, and the corporatetax rate T = 35 percent. The value of the firm's underlying assets V =
100, and the bankruptcytrigger VB is determined endogenously.

uniformly distributed between zero (those about to be redeemed) and T (those
that have just been issued). Three levels of leverage are considered:30, 50, and
70 percent. Panels A and C refer to bonds with issuance maturity T = 5; Panels
B and D to bonds with issuance maturity T = 20 years. Low and intermediate
leverages show "humped"market values: newly-issued bonds (by construction)
and about-to-be-redeemedbonds sell at par; bonds with remaining maturity
between 0 and T sell above par. The hump is more pronounced for greater
leverage levels and longer maturities. Yields to maturity of these bonds increase with their time to maturity.
Very risky bonds show a different price pattern. While newly-issued bonds
and about-to-be-redeemedbonds sell at par, bonds with short remaining maturity sell substantially above par, while bonds of longer maturity (but less
than T) sell below par. This behavior is more pronouncedfor longer term debt,
and reflects the interplay between high coupon rates, the likelihood of bankruptcy, and time remaining to maturity. Yields to maturity of bonds in highleverage firms increase rapidly with time to maturity initially, but then level
off and may eventually fall as time to maturity approaches T.
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Figure 3. Bond price per $100 face value and yield to maturity as functions of time to
maturity. The plots examine bond prices per $100 face value (lOOd(t)/p(t)) and corresponding
yields to maturity as functions of bond maturity t. The debt issues illustrated in panels A and C
are from a capital structure where new debt is issued with a maturity T = 5 years, while panels
B and D plot bond prices and yields to maturity for debt in a firm which issues 20-year debt. Each
panel plots bond prices or yields for 30 percent (medium dashed line), 50 percent (short dashed
line), and 70 percent levered firms (solid line). It is assumed that the riskfree interest rate r = 7.5
percent, the firm's payout rate 6 = 7 percent, the volatility of the firm's assets o- = 20 percent, the
bankruptcy costs a = 50 percent, and the corporate tax rate T = 35 percent. The value of the firm's
underlying assets V = 100, and the bankruptcy trigger VB is determined endogenously.

C. The Term Structure of Credit Spreads

Figure 4 examines credit spreads (cld - r) of newly-issued debt as a
function of issuance maturity T, for alternative leverage ratios. For high
leverage levels, spreads are high, but decrease as issuance maturity T increases beyond 1 year. For moderate-to-high leverage levels, spreads are
distinctly humped: intermediate term debt offers higher yields than either
very short or very long term debt. Finally, for firms that have low leverage,
credit spreads are low but increase with issuance maturity T. These patterns
are also observed in Merton's(1974) model of zero coupon debt and in Longstaff
and Schwartz (1995). Such behavior has been verified empirically by Sarig and
Warga (1989).22
22
With high leverage, the term structure of yield spreads decreases from a peak at very short
maturity, but still exhibits a "humped" shape. This is because as T -O 0 debt becomes riskless,
since V > VB -* Pl(1 - a), and the firm remains solvent, even in the limit. In Merton (1974), the
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Figure 4. Credit spread as a function of debt maturity. The lines plot the credit spread (in
basis points) of newly issued bonds (issued at par) as a function of maturity T for firms with
leverage ratios of 40 percent (long dashed line), 50 percent (medium dashed line), 60 percent (short
dashed line), and 70 percent (solid line). It is assumed that the riskfree interest rate r = 7.5
percent, the firm's payout rate 8 = 7 percent, the volatility of the firm's assets o- = 20 percent, the
bankruptcy costs a = 50 percent, and the corporate tax rate T = 35 percent. The value of the firm's
underlying assets V = 100, and the bankruptcy trigger VB is determined endogenously.

We now turn to the behavior of the term structure of credit spreads as asset
risk, default-free interest rates, and bankruptcy costs change. Table II considers credit spreads for firms initially at optimal leverage levels. Panel A examines the effect of parametric changes on spreads for three different issuance
maturities. It assumes that the coupon and principal of the outstanding bonds
remain fixed at their optimal levels for the base case, but that VB changes
endogenously to reflect the altered parameters. (Note that bonds will no longer
sell at par after the parameter shifts). Panel B considers the same parametric
changes as Panel A, but assumes that VB remains fixed.23 Comparing the
results in Panel A with Panel B therefore shows the effects of endogenous
versus exogenous bankruptcy on sensitivities to parameter changes.
Optimal debt is essentially riskless for very short maturities, and the comparative statics of credit spreads are not of great interest in this case. Interyield spread approaches infinity as maturity approaches zero in the case where PIV > 1. But this
case implies that the firm is insolvent in the limit as T -> 0, since VB -> P > V.
23 We omit reporting situations where the fixed VB is less than the endogenously determined
VB after the parameter change. Recall that the endogenous VB is the lowest possible while
preserving the limited liability of equity. A lower VB would imply negative equity values when V
is close to VB.
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mediate and long term debt, however, always pay lower credit spreads in Panel
A than in Panel B. This is because the endogenous VB is the lowest possible
level subject to the limited liability of equity.24A higher VB generates lower
values for both debt and equity.
Credit spreads fall when the default-free interest rate rises-a somewhat
unexpected result, although previously observed in the models of Kim, Ramaswamy, and Sundaresan (1993), Leland (1994a), and Longstaff and
Schwartz (1995).25The latter provide some empirical evidence supporting this
behavior. In cases of extreme leverage, our model predicts that bond prices can
increase when default-free interest rates rise, and when asset risk rises. The
latter result follows from the endogeneity of VB.
Panel C of Table II considers a different comparative statics experiment:
exogenous parameter changes before debt is issued. Thus P and C as well as
VB are adjusted in response to the parameter change. The comparative statics
are somewhat different. For newly-issued debt, a rise in riskless rates will
"tilt"credit spreads: a rise in the default-free rate will increase credit spreads
of shorter term debt, but decrease spreads of long term debt. Lowerbankruptcy
costs lead to the use of particularly greater leverage for intermediate term
debt, thereby increasing yield spreads for optimal debt with this maturity.
D. The Duration and Convexityof Risky Debt
Macaulay (1938) duration measures percent change of a bond price in
response to a uniform change in default-free interest rates-for bonds with no
default risk. A critical question follows: How sensitive are correct measures of
duration to the presence of default risk? By "correct"measure of duration, we
simply mean an expression that correctly predicts the percentage change in
the (risky) bond value in response to a change in the default-free interest rate.
If the bond with maturity T sells at par, and R denotes the yield (R = cip),
the Macaulay duration Dur of the bond is

Du s=0 se -c
Dur
e-R

c
=}
f[.=-oeRscd+

ds + TeRTP

ds + e RTp

=

1- e
R

Using the base case parameters, we compute the percent change in the value
of a newly issued bond with maturity T, for a 1 percent change in the
default-free interest rate r. This is the true or "effective"duration of the risky
bond. Figure 5 plots this effective duration against the Macaulay duration, for
bonds with different maturities and credit spreads. When the credit spread is
10 basis points (bps) or less, effective duration almost exactly equals Macaulay
24Notice that, in comparing exogenous and endogenous bankruptcy, we have only examined
parametric changes that decrease VB. Parametric changes that raise VB imply the initial VB could
not be maintained without violating the limited liability of equity.
25 Some caution in interpreting these results is warranted. While we have performed the
standard ceteris paribus comparative statics, it should be observed that V may itself change with
changes in the default-free interest rate.
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Figure 5. Effective duration as a function of Macaulay duration. The lines plot the effective
duration of newly issued bonds (issued at par) as a function of these bond'sMacaulay duration for
bonds with credit spreads of 10 basis points (long dashed line), 100 basis points (medium dashed
line), 200 basis points (short dashed line), and 400 basis points (solid line). It is assumed that the
riskfree interest rate r = 7.5 percent, the firm's payout rate 6 = 7 percent, the volatility of the
firm's assets o- = 20 percent, the bankruptcycosts a = 50 percent, and the corporatetax rate X =
35 percent. The value of the firm's underlying assets V = 100, and the bankruptcytrigger V7Bis
determined endogenously.

duration. As leverage becomes larger, and credit spreads increase, effective
duration becomes much shorter than Macaulay duration: with a credit spread
of 200 bps, debt of 20-year maturity has Macaulay duration of about 6.5 years,
but effective duration is only 2.7 years. When credit spreads exceed 400 bps,
effective duration of shorter term debt becomes negative: as the riskfree rate
rises, so do bond prices. Such dramatic differences in effective duration versus
Macaulay duration suggest that immunization and related techniques using
corporate bonds must explicitly reflect actual bond risk, and not rely on
traditional duration-matching methods.
Riskless debt value is a convex function of the default-free interest rate r.
Convexity is critical for managing a duration-matching strategy. A dynamic
strategy must be followed, because duration increases as interest rates fall.
However, if debt values were concave rather than convex in the riskfree
interest rate, the opposite kind of dynamic hedging would be required. We find
that the riskiness of debt, as well as its maturity, affects convexity. Figure 6
examines debt value as a function of the riskfree interest rate r, for credit
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Figure 6. Bond price per $100 face value as a function of interest rates. The plots examine
bond prices per $100 face value (lOOd(T)/p(T)) as functions of the riskfree rate of interest. The
bonds shown in panel A are newly issued and have a maturity T = 5 years, while the bonds in
panel B have maturity T = 20 years. The newly issued bonds are priced at par and they carry
credit spreads of 10 basis points (medium dashed line), 50 basis points (short dashed line) and 200
basis points (solid line), when r = 7.5 percent. It is assumed that the firm's payout rate 8 = 7
percent, the volatility of the firm'sassets o-= 20 percent, the bankruptcycosts a = 50 percent, and
the corporatetax rate T = 35 percent. The value of the firm's underlying assets V = 100, and the
bankruptcytrigger VB is determined endogenously.

spreads of 10, 50, and 200 basis points. Panels A and B examine debt with
maturities of 5 years and 20 years, respectively.
The changes in convexity as credit spreads increase are pronounced,particularly for long term debt. As debt becomes increasingly risky, convexity is
reduced and ultimately turns to concavity. The degree of concavity is most
pronounced at lower interest rates. This again shows that hedging risky debt
requires quite different strategies from those used to hedge riskfree debt.
E. Bankruptcy Rates and Bond Ratings
The prediction of default rates is important for bond ratings. Our model
allows straightforward estimations of default rates.26 The cumulative probability of the firm going bankrupt over the period (0, s] is given by

N(
where A = ,

-

-

bxs)

+ e 2Ab1U2N(

b+Xs)

(15)

.5o-2.

Figure 7 plots the cumulative probability of bankruptcy over a 25 year
period, for firms issuing an optimal amount of debt with maturities of 6
months, 5 years, and 20 years. Base case parameters are assumed, and ,u (the
26 Alternative models of the stochastic process leading to bankruptcy have been provided by
Jarrow, Lando, and Turnbull (1993) and by Madan and Unal (1994). The former considers an
exogenous finite state Markov process for the evolution of a firm's bond rating, with transition
probabilitiesbetween ratings scaled to historical levels. The latter considers a jump process into
bankruptcy,with a second process determining bankruptcycosts.
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Figure 7. Cumulative bankruptcy probabilities. The lines plot optimally leveraged firms'
cumulative bankruptcyprobabilitiesas functions of time. Bankruptcy probabilitiesare shown for
firms issuing debt with maturities equal to 6 months (medium dashed line), 5 years (short dashed
line), and 20 years (solid line). The leverage ratios for these three capital structures are 19 percent,
37 percent, and 46 percent, respectively. It is assumed that the drift rate ,u = 15 percent, the
riskfree interest rate r = 7.5 percent, the firm's payout rate 6 = 7 percent, the volatility of the
firm's assets af = 20 percent, the bankruptcycosts az- 50 percent, and the corporatetax rate X =
35 percent. The value of the firm's underlying assets V = 100, and the bankruptcytrigger VB is
determined endogenously.

mean total rate of return of V) is assumed to be 15 percent per year, a risk
premium of 7.5 percent over the default-free interest rate.
Optimal long term debt has a cumulative probability of bankruptcy which is
negligible over the first 3 years, reaches about 1.5 percent after 10 years, and
approximately 3.1 percent after 20 years. Thus, approximately 3.1 percent of
debt which is issued with a 20-year maturity and pays 110 bps over the
riskfree rate will default over a 20-year period.27Optimal intermediate term
(5-year) debt, while offering a substantially lower credit spread than long term
debt, has slightly higher cumulative bankruptcy probabilities. This is because
VB is marginally higher for the 5-year debt, as can be seen from Table J.28
27 The cumulative probabilityof default is quite dependent on the drift 11assumed for the asset
process V. For example, if ,u = 0.125 (rather than 0.15), the probability of default of optimal
20-year debt over a 20-year horizon would be about 8.3 percent rather than 3.1 percent.
28 Smaller credit spreads might appearto imply smaller cumulative probabilitiesof bankruptcy.
For given asset risk and drift, the sole determinant of cumulative bankruptcyprobabilitiesis VB.
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Optimal short term debt has virtually zero credit spread, and has lower
bankruptcy probabilities even when rolled over for extended time periods.
Altman (1991) examines long term bond defaults over a ten-year period
subsequent to issuance. A-rated bonds have a cumulative default probabilityof
0.67 percent after five years and 1.20 percent after 10 years. BBB-rated bonds
have a cumulative default probability of 1.70 percent after five years and 3.98
percent after 10 years. These default rates span the default rates seen for long
term debt in Figure 7.
In principle, our techniques could be used to produce bond ratings themselves. An important question is "what are we trying to measure?"with a bond
rating. Is it probabilityof default during the debt's life, or credit spread? Credit
spread seems the more important variable to predict when market prices are
unavailable. While these two are related, the relation is complex. Predicted
credit spreads reflect exogenous variables such as current asset value, risk,
debt maturity, bankruptcy costs, payout rate, and the default-free interest
rate, as well as the (total) bond coupon and principal. Bankruptcy probabilities
depend upon the drift of the asset value V as well.
Current bond rating methodologies focus on flow measures, such as interest
coverage ratios. The way in which these ratios interact with exogenous parameters such as asset risk to determine ratings is somewhat murky. At first
glance, our approach, which focuses on values, seems quite different from
commercial bond-rating approaches, which focus on ratios of flows. However,
recall that our equations for the value of debt and for VB are homogeneous of
first degree in V, C, and P. This allows VB/V and DIV (as well as credit
spreads) to be expressed in terms of the ratios C/V and P/V. If we consider 6V
as a proxy for cash flow (or some constant fraction thereof), credit spreads and
bankruptcy probabilities can now be rewritten as functions of C/8V and
(P/T)/6V. C/IV is simply the inverse of "times interest covered."(P/T)/6V is
the ratio of long-term debt becoming a current liability, to cash flow.
Credit spreads and bankruptcy probabilities therefore can be expressed as
functions of flow ratios. Our analysis is not as different from the ratio analysis
used by rating agencies as it first appeared. In fact, our analysis shows
precisely how these ratios should interact with one another and with the
exogenous parameters to determine credit spreads and bankruptcy probabilities. The results may be viewed as formalizations of bond-rating methodologies.

IV. Agency Effects: Debt Maturity and Asset Substitution
Since Black and Scholes (1973) and Jensen and Meckling (1976), it has been
a tenet of financial economics that, after debt is issued, equity holders will wish
to increase the riskiness of the firm's activities. This is presumed to transfer
value from debt to equity, creating the "asset substitution" problem. This
Nonetheless, shorter term debt can have smaller credit spreads than long term debt, despite
having a higher VB, because the chances of reaching VB beforematurity is less.
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1.45, 3.15, 4.35, and 4.80 for panels A, B, C, and D, respectively. It is assumed that the riskfree
interest rate r = 7.5 percent, the firm's payout rate 6 = 7 percent, the volatility of the firm's assets
.
4=20 percent, the bankruptcycosts = 50 percent, and the corporate
tax rate = 35 percent.
The bankruptcytrigger VB is determined endogenously.

presumption follows from regarding equity as a call option on the firm's assets,
as indeed is the case when debt has no coupon, and taxes and bankruptcy costs
are ignored-the case studied by Merton (1974). Barnea, Haugen, and Senbet
(1980) further explore this analogy, and suggest that shorter term debt may
reduce shareholder incentives to increase risk.
Equity in our model, however, is not precisely analogous to an ordinary call
option. First, default may occur at any time-not only at debt maturity. The
bankruptcy value VB, roughly analogous to the option's strike price, varies
with the risk of the firm's activities. Most importantly, the existence of tax
benefits (and their potential loss in bankruptcy) implies that debt and equity
holders do not split a claim whose value depends only on the underlying asset
value.29

Figure 8 plots the partial derivatives of equity value and debt value with
29

It has been brought to our attention that many of these reasons were anticipated by Long
(1974).
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respect to changes in asset risk o-, as the underlying asset value V changes.
Panels 8A-8D plot these partial derivatives for optimal debt levels (when V =
100) with issuance maturities of 6 months, 5 years, 20 years, and infinity. The
dashed line maps aEla u; the solid line maps aD/a o-. As V -- oo,debt becomes
risk free, and the partial derivative of debt with respect to risk of approaches
zero from below. Observe that
(i) For either short term or intermediate term debt, increasing risk will
benefit neither bond holders nor shareholders, except when bankruptcy
is imminent.
(ii) The incentives for increasing risk are much more pronouncedfor longer
term debt. For very long term debt, aElao- > 0 for all asset values.
(iii) At all maturities, the incentives for increasing risk become positive for
both equity holders and bond holders, as bankruptcy VB is approached.
However, incentives to increase risk become positive for equity holders
before they become positive for bond holders.
The incentive compatibility problem exists only for the range of V for which

aE/ao-> 0, and aD/ao < 0. For the optimal amount of short term debt (T =
6 months), this range is minuscule. For intermediate term debt (T = 5.0
years), the range is approximately 42 < V < 51. The range extends to 44 <
V < 69 with 20-year maturity debt; for very long term debt (T = oo)the asset
substitution problem exists whenever V > 43.30 Thus, while the option analogy
is not exact, the conclusion that adverse incentives are greater with longer
term debt remains correct.
The existence of potential agency costs implies that firms with higher asset
risk o- will shorten their optimal debt maturity as well as decrease their
optimal amount of debt. This is because, for higher risk o-,the increase in value
from optimally using long term versus short term debt falls, while the agency
costs of using long term debt are greater. Both effects suggest that optimal
debt maturity as well as amount should be reduced when risk increases.
Firms with higher bankruptcy costs a will also choose lower optimal
amounts of debt, for any given maturity. But they will lengthen the maturity
of debt in the presence of asset substitution agency costs. Here the effects are
the opposite of those when firm risk rises: The incremental firm value from
using long term debt versus short term debt increases with a, while agency
costs associated with asset substitution fall. Both effects indicate that optimal
debt maturity should be raised when bankruptcy costs increase. This is not
entirely surprising, since longer maturity tends to reduce VB and thereby
serves to postpone bankruptcy and its associated costs.
Firms with a lower payout rate 6 should have a lower optimal amount of long
term debt, but a higher optimal amount of short term debt. The incremental
30
A possible relative measure of the asset-substitution agency costs is the Lebesgue measure of
the set of values V over which equity holders will wish to raise risk at bond holders' expense. A
different measure, yielding similar conclusions, would be the value of a claim paying a unit cash
flow per year in the region where debt holders and equity holders have conflicting interests.
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firm value using long versus short term debt is significantly reduced when 6
falls. If other agency costs remain the same or increase, as Barclay and Smith
(1995a) suggest, the optimal maturity of debt will be shortened. However, the
incremental agency costs associated with asset substitution alone are lower for
firms with lower payout rates. In this environment, our theory cannot predict
whether optimal maturity should be shortened when 6 falls.
Firms with greater growth prospects typically have lower cash flows (as a
fraction of asset value) available for payout to security holders, greater risk,
and higher bankruptcy costs. Our model predicts that such firms should have
less debt in their optimal capital structure. Our prediction for optimal maturity is less certain, when asset substitution is the only agency cost considered.
Higher risk suggests shorter debt maturity; higher bankruptcy costs suggest
longer debt maturity. Lower cash flows available for payout have an indeterminate effect.
Barclay and Smith's (1995a) empirical results show that firms with greater
growth prospects do use shorter term debt. This is consistent with our results
if the most important characteristic of high growth firms is their greater
volatility- or if, as seems likely, there are additional agency costs to long term
debt besides those of asset substitution.3'
Finally, a lower default-free interest rate r will reduce both the amount and
maturity of optimal debt. (Recall that the comparative statics experiment
presumes asset value V remains unchanged.) Lower required coupons will
reduce the tax deduction of debt and the optimal degree of leverage.32They will
also diminish the value advantage of long term versus short term debt, while
raising agency costs. This will lead to shorter term debt being substituted for
longer term debt.
The extent of conflict between equity holders and bond holders increases
when tax rates T and bankruptcy costs a decline. This is because outside
parties have less claim on firm values, and the "game"between bond holders
and equity holders approaches a zero sum game. Figure 9 illustrates the effect
of increasing risk on stock and bond values when both a = 0 and T= 0, and the
firm is 50 percent leveraged. Panel A considers firms issuing 6-month debt;
Panel B examines a firm issuing 20-year debt. In both cases there is a direct
conflict between bond holders and equity holders, although the magnitude of
the problem is significantly reduced when short term debt is used.
Figure 10 details how values of all outstanding bonds react differentially to
increases in firm risk, in the base case scenario with optimal leverage. Panel
A considers a firm issuing optimal debt with 5 years maturity; Panel B
31 For example, Mello and Parsons (1992) consider the agency costs of debt with respect to the
investment and operating decisions of a mining firm.
32 It may seem counterintuitivethat lower interest rates should lead to less debt, since the cost
of debt financing is less. But recall that in the "pure"Modigliani and Miller (1958) world with no
taxes or bankruptcycosts, financial structure is irrelevant: lower costs of debt financing will not
induce preferencefor debt. Thus the changing costs of debt financing are important only for their
impact on tax deductions and bankruptcy costs. We have shown that lower interest rates make
debt less desirable in these dimensions.
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Figure 9. Effects of an increase in risk a, on bond and equity values-zero taxes and
bankruptcy costs. Panels A and B plot the partial derivative of equity value (dashed line) and
the partial derivative of the value of all outstanding debt (solid line) with respect to risk, o-,as a
function of underlying asset value. The maturity T of newly issued debt equals 6 months and 20
years for panels A and B, respectively. The total annual coupon payments are determined such
that the firms are 50 percent leveraged. It is assumed that the riskfree interest rate r = 7.5
percent, the firm's payout rate 8 = 7 percent, the volatility of the firm's assets o-= 20 percent, the
bankruptcycosts a = 0 percent, and the corporatetax rate T = 0 percent. The bankruptcytrigger
VB is determined endogenously.

examines a firm issuing optimal 20-year debt. In both cases, the sensitivity of
outstanding bond values to changes in firm risk rises with debt maturity, up to
the issuance maturity T. Furthermore, near bankruptcy, outstanding bonds
with a longer time to maturity have a greater window of incentive incompatibility with equity-the interval V for which aE/ao- > 0 and adlau < 0-than
outstanding bonds with a shorter time to maturity. Near bankruptcy it is
possible that both share holders and bond holders with bonds about to mature
wish to increase firm risk, while longer term bond holders do not want risk to
increase.

In sum, these results suggest that the "general" asset substitution problem
may have been overstated, except when debt is very long term, or when taxes
and bankruptcy costs are minimal. The results illustrate that incentive incompatibilities arise as bankruptcy is approached. On the very brink of bankruptcy, incentive compatibility is again restored: both stock and bond holders
want to raise risks to avoid bankruptcy costs and preserve the (potential) tax
shelters for debt.

V. Multiple

Classes

and Seniorities

of Debt

Multiple debt securities, with differing maturity and seniority, can be
brought within the framework developed here. For example, we could consider
a firm that simultaneously issues (and rolls over, as above) 5-year debt and
20-year debt, with the former being senior. Each different debt issue will be
valued according to equation (3), with the amount received by each class in
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Figure 10. Effects of an increase in risk a, on equity values and bond prices of various
maturities outstanding. The panels plot the partial derivative of equity (dotted line) and the
partial derivatives of the values of the individual issues of debt (solid lines) with respect changes
in risk, oa, as a function of underlying asset value (the bond prices are scaled to facilitate
comparisonswith Figures 8 and 9). Panel A illustrates the substitution effect for a firm with newly
issued debt maturity T = 5 years, while the firm in panel B has newly issued debt with a
maximum maturity T = 20 years. Panel A plots the sensitivities for 6-month (light gray line),
2-year (gray line), and 5-year debt (dark gray line) while panel B also shows the sensitivity for
20-year (black line) debt. The total annual couponpayments are determined such that the capital
structures are optimal when the firm value V = 100. These optimal couponpayments are 3.15 per
year for panel A and 4.35 per year for panel B, respectively. It is assumed that the riskfree interest
rate r = 7.5 percent, the firm's payout rate 8 = 7 percent, the volatility of the firm's assets o-= 20
percent, the bankruptcy costs a = 50 percent, and the corporate tax rate T = 35 percent. The
bankruptcytrigger VB is determined endogenously.

bankruptcy reflecting its seniority.33The asset value VB that triggers bankruptcy must satisfy the smooth-pasting condition for equity, which will reflect
the total value of the firm from equation (8) less the sum of debt values. The
framework developed in this paper may therefore be used to analyze optimal
capital structure and yield spreads of firms with much more complex capital
structures.
In principle, sinking fund schedules could also be included (e.g., a constant
amount of principal of all outstanding bonds is retired each moment), as long
as new debt is issued at market value in order to keep total coupon payments
and principal amounts constant. Leland (1994b) develops a simple model
similar to Leland (1994a), in which infinite life debt is continuously issued, and
subsequently retired at a proportionalrate through a sinking fund. By choosing the proportional rate of retirement, the average maturity of debt can be
made to match the average maturity of any given capital structure. The
resulting formulas for leverage and bond prices are relatively simple, while
preserving much of the richness of behavior observed with the model presented
here.
3 The net bankruptcy proceeds ((1 - a)VB) will be divided among debtholders accordingto
their seniority. If all debt is of equal seniority, each class would receive a fractionof net bankruptcy
proceeds-for example, a fraction equal to its share of total debt principal.
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VI. Conclusions
This article develops a model of optimal leverage and risky corporate bond
prices for arbitrary debt maturity. Bankruptcy is determined endogenously
and will depend on the maturity of debt as well as its amount. Both value and
flow conditions that characterize the bankruptcy point are presented. They
show that bankruptcy can occur at asset values that may be either lower or
higher than the principal value of debt. And a cash flow shortfall relative to
required debt service payments need not result in default-it may be optimal
for equity holders to raise further funds to avoid bankruptcy.
Optimal leverage depends upon debt maturity, and is markedly lower when
the firm is financed by shorter term debt. Credit spreads increase with maturity up to 20 years at the optimal leverage ratio. This confirms empirical
evidence that firms tend to issue higher-rated short term debt than long term
debt.
The fact that longer term debt generates higher firm value poses the question of why firms issue short term debt. One answer to this question is that
short term debt reduces agency costs. We explicitly consider the problem of
asset substitution. In contrast with conventional wisdom, we find that equity
holders of firms issuing short term debt generally will not have an incentive to
raise firm risk. Consequently, short term debt holders do not have to protect
themselves from misincentives by demanding higher coupon rates, and equity
holders will benefit.
The choice of debt maturity therefore represents a tradeoff between tax
advantages, bankruptcy costs, and agency costs. Our results suggest that, in
the presence of agency costs, riskier firms should issue shorter term debt in
addition to using less debt. A firm with higher bankruptcy costs will prefer
longer term debt. The tax advantages of long term debt are significantly
reduced when cash flows relative to asset value are small, as may be the case
for firms with high growth opportunities. In the presence of agency costs
beyond asset substitution, higher-growth firms will want to use shorter term
debt, an important empirical finding of Barclay and Smith (1995a).
The model relates bond values to firm value, asset risk, leverage, bankruptcy
costs, tax rates, total payout rate, and the default-free interest rate. We find
that risky corporate debt behaves very differently from default-free debt.
Effective duration may be far shorter than Macaulay duration-it may even
become negative. Convexity can become concavity. Proper hedging techniques
for risky fixed income portfolios must therefore explicitly consider potential
default risks, even when default is not imminent.
Predicted term structures of credit spreads are similar to those which have
been observed empirically by Sarig and Warga (1989). Surprisingly, credit
spreads of debt decrease as riskless rates rise. Longstaff and Schwartz (1995)
derive a similar result, and provide empirical evidence that the prediction is
correct.
Our techniques allow computation of the default probabilities, given the
actual (not risk-neutral) drift of the asset value process. When cash flows are
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proportional to asset value, our predictions of credit spreads and default
probabilities can be expressed as functions of traditional financial ratios, and
thus can be viewed as a formalization of standard bond-rating approaches.
Predictions of bankruptcy rates and asset writedowns in default are generally
consistent with Altman's (1991) findings.
The model is simple, yet robust. The default-free interest rate is assumed to
be constant, and the firm always replaces retired debt with the same amount
of new debt-the same coupon, and the same principal. Despite these simplifications, our model provides predictions of optimal leverage ratios, equity
risk, credit spreads, bankruptcy probabilities, writedowns in bankruptcy, and
dividend yields that are consistent with long term historical levels.
Appendix A. Derivation of Expressions for I(T) and J(T).
First, consider the integral I(T):
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where all definitions are given in the main body of the text. The second
equality is derived by integration by parts while the last simplification is
obtained from the definition of G(T).
Second, consider the integral J(T):
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The second equation is derived by integration by parts, the third by the
definition of f(t), and the fourth equation is obtained by completing the
square. To complete the derivation we must evaluate the time integral
b
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The integral K(T) can then be rewritten as
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The last equation is obtained by substituting

K(T) is now written as a constant multiplied by an integral of the partial
derivative of a Black-Scholes call option price with respect to volatility for an
option on an underlying asset with value Y, strike price YB, interest rate and
dividend yield equal to zero, and time to maturity T. Since Y > YB, we can use
the fundamental theorem of calculus to obtain
K(T)
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Substituting this result into the expression for J(T) yields the desired result
J(T)
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where the last equality follows from the definitions of q 1(T), q2(T), z, a, and
b given in the main body of the text.
Appendix

B. Endogenous

VB When VT> VB.

In this appendix we derive the endogenous bankruptcy trigger VB for the
case where tax-deductibility is lost immediately when the value of the firm's
assets falls below VT. The firm value v in this situation is derived by Leland
(1994a) as
v = V+A1V+A2Vx-
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The value of equity is given by v - D, with v and D defined by equations (B1)
and (7), respectively. We are now in a position to find the optimal bankruptcy
trigger by applying the smooth pasting condition and solving
av(V)
a V

aD(V)
I V=VB

a

V=VB
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for VB.This yields the optimal bankruptcy trigger
VB

(C/r)(A/(rT) - B) - API(rT)
1 + X(TC/(rVT) + a) - (1 - a)B'

where A and B are defined in the main body of the text.
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